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Vice Chancellor of University of Mysore Prof Hemant Kumar speaking on the occasion
shared his concern on reduction of quality in education and appreciated the works of NAAC which
is helping higher education Institutions to counter the
issue. He said a good grading through NAAC would allow
an institution in becoming an autonomous one and could
set the curriculum which, it would feel necessary for the
development if Human Resource and contribute for
Nation’s prosperity.
Chief Gu est Shri Prahlad Joshi speaking on the
occasion said India is the youth Nation. Development of
human resource and skill are very important. NAAC is working towards it and its effects are
laudable. He said internationally there is a demand for skilled working hands and in our nation we
have hands without jobs therefore realising this great opportunity is the need of the hour. Getting
good accreditation through NAAC is the key to improve quality of the human resource that the
country has. He also gave various humorous anecdotes in support of need for improving human
resource. He asked everyone to work in cohesion with a sense of owning.
Dr Sujata Shanbagh, advisor NAAC, proposed vote of thanks. The program concluded with
the National Anthem.
After morning tea break technical sessions began. Dr Devendera S Kawdey, advisor NAAC,
gave a brief history of NAAC, its mission and vision, what are the changes that are made in revised
NAAC framework, the reduction in number of metrics in assessing an HEI, procedures for going
through NAAC etc. He concluded the session with “good data nicely maintained since inception
is very essential for going through NAAC assessment and accreditation”.
After lunch break Dr Vinita Sahu, Assistant Advisor NAAC, engaged the second technical
session. She emphasized on the revised accreditation framework. She asked all higher education
Institutions to go thoroughly through the Standard Operating Procedure before initiating the NAAC
process. This would greatly help the higher education Institutions to go for assessment and
accreditation without any hardship. She concluded the session reiterating the goal of NAAC that is
continuous improvement and asked everyone to work towards it. Third technical session was
engaged by Dr Sujata P Shanbagh and Ms Kavya. They briefed about how an HEI should get
register online and go for assessment and accreditation. Various doubts and questions from the
principles and IQAC coordinator of various higher education Institutions were answered by them in
the discussion slot after the session. the program was very informative and very encouraging for all
the higher education Institutions to go for accreditation and assessment for betterment of ones
Institution and finally in the betterment of Higher Education in the country which would in turn
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raise human resource quality in the country.
After the day’s program I felt happy and proud that GSSS Simha Subbamahalakshmi First
Grade College, Mysuru is on the right path working towards its goal - Providing World Class
Education - and finally contributing for the Nation’s growth and development conforming to the
mission and vision of NAAC.
Asst Prof Anil M
IQAC Coordinator
SSFGC, Mysuru

NAAC Prospects for a to be accredited Institution
- Prof R C Heremath
On 18th September 2019, Professor R C Hiremath, Former principal
S Nijalingappa college Bengaluru, peer team member NAAC visited our
college. He gave a special lecture on NAAC Prospects for to be accredited
Institution.
He said there was no education ministry at the center in the
beginning and later realising the importance of quality education Ministry
of HRD took initiative for enhancing quality in the higher education
institutions.
Prof R C Heremath
PV Narasimharao became the first minister of MHRD.
The concern for quality education became strong during 1990s. NAAC was established in 1994 in
response to recommendations of National Policy in Education (1986). This policy was to "address
the issues of deterioration in quality of education". NAAAC has its headquarters is at Bengaluru.
He briefed about the vision and missions of NAAC. He elaborately spoke on the procedures to be
followed by an HEI which goes for NAAC process. He told about the 5 quality parameters core
values of NAAC
 Contributing to the national development
 Fostering to the global competency among students- lpg global village
Proficiency in language- international languages
 Inculcate value system among students holistic development of the student
Basic
 Promoting the use of technology
 Quest for excellence.
He said in the logo of NAAC there is a big Q which stands for QUALUTY.
He asked for maintaining institution’s data properly and it would make the NAAC Assessment and
Accreditation process easy. He gave a detailed picture about the recent developments in the
assessment and accreditation process.
The session was very informative, Prof Here mat answered
various questions raised by the staff.
Dr KV Prabhakar,
Director SSFGC speaking on the occasion thanked Prof Here
mat for receiving the invitation and creating awareness of the
NAAC process. He also expressed his about students for not
raising questions even after repeated instruction to raise
questions after the session.
Asst Prof Anil M
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Continuation…
REPORT ON FACULTY KNOWLEDGE SHARING PROGRAM
TRANSFORMING OUR ECO SYSTEM:
ENGAGING, TEACHING, ASSESSMENT and ENABLED
The next team’s presentation was on how to develop students’ behaviour. They quoted that
teacher should act in different capacities as below:
 As a mentor we can use the below techniques –
1. Role Play 2. Case studies
3. Debates and group discussions
4. ICT
5. Presentations
6. Quiz
7. As a facilitator, a teacher can:
 Organizing various events
 Placement and entrepreneurship activities
 Promoting social awareness in the campus – responsible student
 Associating with corporate, industries etc
 Furthermore, as teachers we can:
1. Provide awareness to students about environment and preserving it
2. Social awareness and contribution to society
3. Promoting programs like Swatch Bharat, adoption of rural schools
4. Mental wellbeing
5. Health awareness programs
6. Spiritual awareness
At the end we all agreed that practical exposure is the need of the hour.
Majority of the time was given to participants to present. Last 2 hours was utilized by the host
Dr. Shweta Puneet who explained various ways and means of effective teaching.
Some of the key points she highlighted were:
i. Flipping the classroom
ii. Active Learning –DIY
iii. Student writing
iv. Discussion
v. Teaching with technology
vi. Virtual office hours
Session was concluded at 5 PM. All the participants were given with a certification of
participation.

Receiving the certificate of participation
the resource person

A group photo – Resource person with
faculty from from different colleges

Subramanya K R
HOD, Dept of BBA
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Teacher Effectiveness
– Prof SunneyTharappan
On 19th September 2019, Sunney Thrappan as chief
guest and resource person gave a special lecture on “Teacher
Effectiveness”. He ventured on the effectiveness in various
aspects going a step forward from being successful. All
students by clearing the exam become successful but those
who apply what one has learnt will become effective one.
Speaking on a Teacher’s effectiveness he said that a
teacher is not merely a teacher she’s guide, mentor, inspirer
and many more. Just by teaching one can’t become an effective teacher. An effective teacher should
have balance between emotional quotient and intelligent quotient and build confidence in the
student. He said there are no useless students in any part of the world, they are used less students
therefore their talents do not come to light. Effectiveness, he meant, one which serves the intended
purpose.
He said there are majorly five categories of effectiveness
o Personal effectiveness
o Leadership effectiveness
o Professional effectiveness
o Resource effectiveness
o Human effectiveness
Staff and student with Authorities

When a teacher becomes successful in realizing these five things in a student she becomes effective.
He also said learning is a process which involves Understanding, comprehending, reflecting and
development by implementing. He told students and staff to Be not only successful but effective as
well and through this to be an important person.
Students and staff asked many questions during interaction. Prof Sunney Tharappan answered them
happily. Dr KV Prabhakara thanked him.
Report:
Anil M
HOD, Dept. of English

The meaning of Swaraj – M.K.Gandhi
The swaraj of my ...our ...dream recognizes no race or religious distinctions. Nor is it to be the
monopoly of the lettered persons nor yet of moneyed men. Swaraj is to be for all, including the
farmer, but emphatically including the maimed, the bind, the starving toiling millions.
Young India, 26-3-‘31

Photo Corner

¸ÀA¥ÁzÀPÀgÀÄ
²æÃªÀÄw ±ÀÈw.r, UÀtPÀAiÀÄAvÀæ ವಿಜ್ಞಾನ «¨sÁUÀ

bÁAiÀiÁavÀæ PÀÈ¥É
qÁ. ¥Àæ¨sÁPÀgÀ PÉ. «. ¤zÉÃð±ÀPÀgÀÄ
²æÃªÀÄw ¥ÀÄtÂðªÀÄ ¥Àæ¨Á
s gÀ ¥ÁæA±ÀÄ¥Á®gÀÄ
²æÃ C¤¯ï. JA, ¸ÀºÁAiÀÄPÀ ¥ÁæzÁ
s å¥ÀPÀgÀÄ, EAVèµï «¨sÁUÀ
²æÃ ¸ÀÄ§æªÀÄtå PÉ.Dgï, ¸ÀºÁAiÀÄPÀ ¥ÁæzÁ
s å¥ÀPÀgÀÄ, ªÀiÁå£ÉÃeÉªÉÄAmï «¨sÁUÀ
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